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 Moira McCullough  00:01

Welcome to the College Scoops podcast. I'm your host, Moira McCullough. And today we
are talking with Carson Kraycik, a student at NC State, who is sharing with us some
insights as to how to get engaged and involved in college during COVID. I didn't

Carson Kraycik  00:16
I didn't know anybody and I just thought that it was always going to be this hard because
people came in and hung out with you with who they know. But then I rushed and I joined
my sorority and it just like opened up this whole new world of people for me and I was like,
Whoa, I need to get involved in like, more things.

 Moira McCullough  00:43

This is the College Scoops podcast and I'm your host, Moira McCullough, we focus on
everything college related from the admissions process to where to eat, stay and explore
on and round campuses. Our guests include founders, educators, authors and experts in
the college space. Join us as these experts share their knowledge, experiences and lessons
learned to help you have stress free and formative and tasty college journeys. Whether it's
your first or last child going to college, or you're just interested in going to a college town
for a game or meal. We've got you covered. If you haven't already, please subscribe to the
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College Scoops podcast to get the inside scoop on everything college related. And leave
us a review. And thanks to all of our sponsors partners in the entire College Scoops
Ambassador team for helping us bring valuable content to our community. If you would
like to support college scoops as a sponsor, please head over to
patreon@patreon.com/collegescoops and sign up as a sustaining listener, insider or
Deluxe sponsor. We have exclusive benefits for our members free ebooks and even a
College Scoops care package. Carson Kraycik is a fashion and textile management major
at the Wilson College of Textiles at NC State University. Carson had a very tough first
semester and almost transferred home to the University of Maryland second semester
freshman year, however, she decided to stay at NC State University. And that is when she
really started to get involved on campus. She rushed a sorority, joined club lacrosse and
ran and won a seat in the Student Senate. We look forward to Carson sharing her insights
and how students can get involved at school early and often. resources that are available
for freshmen students, and advice for students now in a virtual environment. Welcome to
the College Scoops podcast Carson, thank you so much for joining us today.

Carson Kraycik  02:38
Thanks for having me.

 Moira McCullough  02:40

It is so nice to see your smiling face because you and I have communicated on email and
text because your mom is Lee Norwood, who is just such a great person, my gosh, that
woman has more energy. I don't know how you can even keep up with her.

Carson Kraycik  02:56
I don't know where she gets it from.

 Moira McCullough  02:58

We need her secret. Thank you for joining us because we invited you on today we're
bringing students on to kind of share their insights to help freshmen students to help high
school students as they navigate through the college admissions journey, but also this
COVID-19 challenging time. So can you just introduce yourself and share a little bit about
who you are?

Carson Kraycik  03:20
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Carson Kraycik  03:20
Yes, so my name is Carson krycek. I'm second year student at NC State University in
Raleigh, North Carolina. My major is fashion textile management, which is cool because
we actually have a really big textile school here. Like that's what my school is known for.
So that's what drew me down here because I'm originally from Maryland. And then at
school, I'm involved in Greek life. I'm in Sigma Kappa. I'm on the club lacrosse team, and I
am the Wilson College of Textiles and a senator representative in the Student
Government.

 Moira McCullough  03:53

Okay, so now we just talked about your mom being overly energetic and involved in a lot
and engaged. you're rocking it. That's awesome. So I would ask, was it that easy from the
get go.

Carson Kraycik  04:05
When I got to school, I had like the hardest times because it is like a big state school. So a
lot of people come from in state and that's just like, how these type of schools tend to be
and I just, I didn't know anybody. And I just thought that it was always going to be this
hard because people came in and hung out with you with who they know. But then I
rushed and I joined my sorority and it just like opened up this whole new world of people
for me and I was like, Whoa, I need to get involved in like, more things. And that's honestly
what kept me around after first semester. I didn't know if I was going to stay here because
I was like, I don't know a lot of people. I'm not having as great of a freshman year as all my
other friends. I wasn't liking my classes because I was just taking all with the bare intro
ones which you just have to get through. And then I decided I was like, You know what? I
really don't like it. I can transfer after a year. But like my biggest piece of advice to
anybody is to last a year like don't transfer after a semester because I wouldn't be here. If
I transferred after a semester. Now I stayed the whole year. And I'm here sophomore year.
I love it. So then I came back sophomore year went out for a little cross team, and it was
so awesome. And my sorority president emailed me and was like, we're trying to get our
members more involved, like, does anybody want to run for senate and I was like, that is
totally something that I want to do. So I ended up running. And I had this older guy helped
me like through the process and made sure that I met all my deadlines for running now a
minute, and I ended up so involved in it. And so you got to get through that first semester,
because it's hard, it is really hard, but then it's so worth it.
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 Moira McCullough  05:50

But you know what, I think everyone's going through it. And when students have to realize
that you're not alone, but it feels like though alone, because as you said, you're at a large
state school, mostly in state. So you're already feeling like an outsider, you're coming in
not knowing anyone. But there's probably so many people that are in your shoes, but it
just feels so isolating, because you just focus on yourself. Nobody talks about it, because
everybody wants to go to college and be like,

Carson Kraycik  06:17
Oh my god, I'm in college about me so much. And like you don't realize that a lot of
people are homesick and nobody saying.

 Moira McCullough  06:24

I mean, you said right from the get go going out and getting involved in a club sport, or a
student government organization. Does the school do anything with trying to pull
together and and help students navigate that first couple months that you found at NC
State?

Carson Kraycik  06:42
Yeah, so we have this thing. And it's called the W.O.L.F Activities Board. And they send out
all these things that you can do. So like my first week, there's no older kids on and it's only
freshmen, which obviously didn't happen this year. And it's called Wolf Pack Welcome
Week. And there's so many activities. I met my roommate from North Carolina. So I met
like all her friends because we'd go to these things. And it's like, the rec recreation Fest,
and you go there and you figure out all these like sports things you can get involved in, in
like, classes. And then we have this huge thing called packable is on Hillsborough Street.
And it's just every organization out our entire school and you just tabeling and you can go
up. And then one of my favorite things was my dorm building. And they would have
activities once a week, they would have snacks and you do something and then that's
how you meet the people that you live with. Because so many people are like my best
friend lived on my home. And I just want to meet the people I love.

 Moira McCullough  07:42

Right? So throw yourself out there, I know, my daughter did something where she went
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early to help other students move in. And she wasn't going to do it and kind of a little bit
of prodding, at the end of the day, she did it. And to your point, when orientation started,
she at least had two or three friendly faces that she had seen. So step out of your comfort
zone and get involved in throw yourself into it, regardless of what you're feeling.

Carson Kraycik  08:09
Yes, I would be like, Oh my god, I do not want to do this, like a university sponsored
activity great. And my suitemates would be like, Come on, let's go downstairs. They're
having a shirt tie dye event that's so cute and fun. And we just tie dyed shirts and met old
people that lives in our building. And it's just even when you don't want to do something, I
my way to get myself to do things is I'm going to be more mad. Later when I didn't do this,
that I actually did it because there's going to be benefit to it.

 Moira McCullough  08:39

That's a good way - torture yourself into doing it saying, I'm not going to want to listen to
my inner voice afterwards beating myself and so judgmental. So great advice for
freshmen or if you're transferring into school, get involved early, check out the Resource
Board, look at your dorm room activities, and any student or club organizations that you
might want to get involved in. Because that's just gonna give you even if you come away
with one friendly face that you can walk to class with, or run into a dorm room with or go
to a party with great we have a situation where a lot of these freshmen, unfortunately are
all virtual or some are virtual, some are not Is there anything that your clubs are doing
differently that are trying to help and engage students now to pull in a Carson as who's a
freshman now that you're in that student government role on that club activity? are on
club lacrosse? are you guys doing anything differently to help students engage?

Carson Kraycik  09:35
Yes, student government is actually doing a lot. We have virtual meetings. Every week, we
run the same exact way except on zoom. We invite everybody to watch our meetings now
that they're on zoom and we actually had the Chancellor on and we got to do a live q&a
and anybody could ask him any questions and they were just hitting him with everything
about Corona, what are we going to do and all this stuff. So that was really cool. And
we're doing freshmen elections soon. So like, I've been reaching out to the textiles people
to be like anybody want to run like we have one seat for a freshman in the College of
Textiles. So that's been awesome. And they've been really pushing out all the mental
health resources we have, and all the resources are suppression to stay engaged and
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involved, because it's really unfortunate that none of them are getting the same freshman
experience that we all did. So I think Cena is really trying to help freshmen navigate this
year.

 Moira McCullough  10:34

I think everyone's trying to do the best they can. But I think some are doing it better than
others. So my whole thing is like sharing lessons learn and sharing ideas that work with
each other or different schools. In terms of some of your friends at other schools. Have
you heard things that have worked well, that you would think oh, my gosh, let's try to
implement this at NC State any ideas from other friends at different schools?

Carson Kraycik  10:57
I know a lot of people have been like, if they met a freshman or in like the sorority aspect,
a lot of new girls that joined our sororities, and my friend at Georgia did this too, was that
you just ask them to come stay with you. Because we all like most sophomores at a lot of
schools, if you don't have a two year live on requirement have an apartment. You just
have girls come stay with us because we just want them to be here. There's no obviously
not like functions and things like that. But just having them come out and stay with us. If
you're a freshman, you invite yourself places. That's what I had to do last year, even
though in person, I would just invite myself to hang out with people because nobody's
going to think, Oh, this is my friend group. This is who I'm inviting, but like reach out
because everybody wants new friends. So we've been definitely having a bunch of girls
come stay with us to try to get them involved more and meet people.

 Moira McCullough  11:50

And I like also what you mentioned earlier, in terms of with the virtual meetings, as well,
trying to invite speakers on that's another way to get people engaged is this already doing
things like that in terms of rush, I know my daughter just went through it. And it's helping
students come on board, it's really hard because everything is based upon in person. And
now it's like, how can we be creative and recruit and beat out that other sorority on those
young women that we want to come into our group? So are there other opportunities from
a virtual perspective that you found has been helpful as well?

Carson Kraycik  12:28
With the school in general, they're doing a lot of virtual signer, like john like has gone
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virtual. All of our workout classes are virtual. So like, I go on zoom, and I do it from my
room because I can't go to the gym. And I love to work out. So that has helped me so
much my lacrosse team. Unfortunately, we can't really do anything we've done zooms just
with ourselves, but recruiting new people we're waiting for next semester, but I know the
crew and Bible study things are all doing online meetings, and it gets sent out weekly, in
the versity activities, boards, every event that they're doing, and all of these zoom links for
the kids to join. And I guess if you're sitting at home, I don't know you're not gonna like
private chat a kid on there. But if you see their face over and over and over again, maybe
you follow them on Instagram, maybe you plan to be friends next semester or something
like that.

 Moira McCullough  13:30

Have you heard about Anchor, it is the easiest way to make a podcast and it's free. You
can use their own creation tools to record and edit your podcast right from your phone.
Anchor will distribute your podcast for you. So it can be heard on Spotify, Apple podcast,
iTunes, and many more. You can make money from your podcast with no minimum
listenership. If it sounds easy it is because it is here's how you do it, download the free
anchor app, or go to anchor.fm to get started. Okay, so to the extent that you're not
running into each other in the hallways, to the extent that you can get connected on
social media, connect with people on Instagram, Snapchat or whatever, start to have that
conversation that you would normally have walking in hallways through campus. And at
least that gives you a sense of connection. And you mentioned to with that mental health
and wellness to just trying to keep fit physically, but also mentally and try to keep up beat
and how do you do that in an environment like this.

Carson Kraycik  14:35
Yeah.

 Moira McCullough  14:37

I think you're lucky in a sense that still because to the students that are not on campus, it's
hard to the students that are on campus, although you're restricted in terms of activities
and where you live. It's still hard. We're all dealing with it. We're all in like in our little rooms
for walls. How can we make that more interesting and connect with people and feel like
we're part of a community so advice to any of the high school students is connect connect
with people online social media reach out to clubs and organizations. I know we're all
tired of zoom. But do it
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Carson Kraycik  15:07
It's just get on better than watching Netflix in the room.

 Moira McCullough  15:13

I love your statement too on freshman year is hard. And it's not like high school where you
all sudden you're going to have your best friends in one semester. So give yourself time
and don't be so judgmental. We always say you have to get through Thanksgiving. And it
truly, I think is the right. mindset, right?

Carson Kraycik  15:30
That's what my turn, I came back. And it was finals week. And the crazy here because
everybody's like, we've been home for a week, I just want to be back. And we're about to
go home for a month. And that's when it flipped for me. And it's believed, make it through
Thanksgiving, whatever. That's just what they say I don't like it here. But I love it now.

 Moira McCullough  15:55

So anyone who's looking at NC State, give us some tips, you're in the textiles program is
that a large program fairly small.

Carson Kraycik  16:04
But we have the number one textiles program in the United States. And so what I like
about it is our career services are guys sending us stuff all the time, career fairs, zoom links
to get on with the companies, the interviews, all this stuff. So I know that once I come out,
I'm gonna have somewhere to go. And it's really a cool program. It's, I don't like it right
now. Because I'm in all chemistry, physics, calculus, all this stuff as a requisite. But then
next semester, I'm taking supply chain management and brand management, and all
these things that actually have to do with where I want to be when I grow up. And so it's, I
think it's about to hit the ground running and be really cool major.

 Moira McCullough  16:48

That's another thing that I've heard, get, get those requirements over. It's the same thing
in high school, by the time you get to junior and senior, you are able to take some
electives that you really want it so suck it up, you're gonna have to do it, just go through it.
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And then I like what you said also, in terms of the Career Center, reach out and take
advantage of those services, because programs like the program here, and they're very
active. So are they great with helping you with internships and research opportunities?

Carson Kraycik  17:14
Yes, they do like resume workshops all the time. I know people that have really taken
advantage of it. And they're really close with the guy and he'll just email them when he
sees an opportunity that with it with whoever A lot of us are like, Oh, they don't, they're
just doing their job just sending No, they don't really want to, like, meet with me, but like,
that's their job. They want to work with kids, they want to help us be as successful as
possible. And not as many kids reach out to them as they should. They're not swamped
because kids don't do it. And so like, take advantage of what your school gives you. We're
paying a lot of money.

 Moira McCullough  17:48

Exactly. And would you say that same holds true for the professor's to have office hours
reaching out to professors? Are they open to that at NC State? Have you had success in
that front?

Carson Kraycik  18:01
Yes. So I never was like, Oh, I'm not going to go to office hours. I'm already in 18 hours a
week. I don't want to go to an extra hour of school. But then my English teacher was the
hardest grader on papers. And English at my school. I know. It's just six papers. That's the
class. And I was like, I am struggling so much. My mom is an essay editor. I'm having her
edit my things. And I went to office hours, and he loved it. He edited my paper and then I
take all his edits, I'm not going to question them because he's the one grading my paper.
So I'm going to take what he wants. And then I just ended up doing so well. And then I was
like, This is perfect. He wants us in there. Because if we use the feedback he gives us he's
going to grade our paper well, right?

 Moira McCullough  18:47

Well, it's also just as you said, they have office hours for a reason. And they want to
engage with students as much as they can. And I think that to your point, students
sometimes don't reach out because they're like another class. But these professors I think,
also just want to have a conversation and get to know who's Carson and what do you
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want to do and how can I help you grow. Good advice.

Carson Kraycik  19:08
They're sitting there for an hour regardless if you show up or not. If you need help, you
might as well show up.

 Moira McCullough  19:14

Perfect. So get in touch with your professors go to office hours, reach out to the Career
Center take advantage of any clubs or activities. And although we're all tight or virtual,
still get involved in the virtual environment and connect with people on social media.
Great advice and NC State if you had to say your greatest memory so far and what you
can't wait for before you graduate. Is there anything that comes to mind?

Carson Kraycik  19:40
Yes, the gala. My sorority host this awesome philanthropy event for the Alzheimer's
Association and my parents came down everybody from my school one regardless of
what you were associated with. It was awesome. We got to wear like long dresses. It was
so good. Great. So that's what I'm hoping happens again before I graduate it. If we can
ever have something that big again,

 Moira McCullough  20:07

We will get there, it will just take some time we'll do it in little pods, is there a favorite
dessert place or food place that you would recommend if you're going to visit NC State
that you cannot leave campus without trying?

Carson Kraycik  20:19
Okay, we have an ag Institute and we have all of our own cows, and we have Howlin' Cow
Ice Cream that would sell at our Student Union. And you just have to get it and there's the
Chancellor's choice. So like, that's definitely a cool little tradition. And then my favorite
place that we have is Los Lobos. And that's our little Tex Mex joint in the Student Union.
And I love getting notches from them. I
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 Moira McCullough  20:43

I so enjoy when some students recommending places right in the campus union. You're at
the school, and that's why you love it because of the community there. So sometimes, I'm
always looking to go off campus, and where can you go around the surrounding
community. But a lot of times the students are like, no, if I had a choice, I'd go right in the
Campus Center where all your friends are, right? And

Carson Kraycik  21:03
I walk in there and I see 25 people. So like, it's so great sitting in there, and then I'm not
spending any money. I hate spending money.

 Moira McCullough  21:14

Do a lot of students have jobs on campus that you know of?

Carson Kraycik  21:17
Yes, which I didn't know that people did. And then I slowly started finding out one of my
friends was swiping people into the dining hall, one of them was working at one of our
smaller libraries. And I was like, wait, a lot of guys have jobs. I didn't know that. Like, yeah,
it doesn't take up much time. Like they're really flexible with students because they know
we're all students.

 Moira McCullough  21:38

It's just another way for students to manage their time and meet people.

Carson Kraycik  21:42
My work friends have been some of my favorite people when you show up and you're like.

 Moira McCullough  21:50

Yes, exactly. So if that's another thing for students to think of you may not have worked in
high school, or you may have worked in high school, but working in college, gives you
some extra cash makes you manage your time and organize yourself a little bit more
because you have deadlines to me, and you meet somebody. So another great piece of
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advice. Carson, thank you so much for joining us today. I really appreciate it.

Carson Kraycik  22:13
Thank you for having me. I had a great time.

 Moira McCullough  22:24

Thank you for listening to our College Scoops podcast. Our entire College Scoops team
strives to make the college journey a little bit easier, less stressful, fun and tasty by sharing
all the inside scoops we have curated along the way. We would love to hear from you
about topics to cover and your ideas and everything college related. Reach out to us at
collegescoops.com or follow us on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook.
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